Academic Audit Application Updates

December 2018

New Features

• Audit loading details
• Calculate custom QPA
• Order of degrees
• Placeholders that don't count towards a degree will now be displayed in a lighter grey
  o This helps easily distinguish between optional items and those that are required
• Any courses with grades are now considered ‘taken’ regardless of semester or date
  o Previously these would still be displayed as ‘taking’ until the new semester of classes began
• You can now search for the current semester in the ‘Expected Graduation Semester’ search option, to help with the certification process
• Adoption
  o Undergrad Adoption = 73% (↑ from 67% in November).
  o Graduate Adoption = 12% (↑ from 10% in November)

Fixed Issues

• No fixes this this month.

Visit www.stellic.com for more information about the Stellic planning and advising platform.